Classification of residential buildings made of local materials in the Kyrgyz Republic and the results of experiments on them
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Abstract. This article discusses the classification of houses built of local materials, taking into account the regional specifics of the Kyrgyz Republic and based on the analysis and generalization of the practice in the Central Asian region. Experimental and theoretical studies were conducted on the classified types, based on the results of which a rating was made on the economic component, construction technology and seismic resistance.
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1 Introduction

The main part of the territory of the Kyrgyz Republic is located in the seismically active zone. Such location creates certain risks when buildings and structures may be affected by seismic impacts. Earthquakes occur very frequently in the Kyrgyz Republic. Their intensity can reach 8-9 points or even more. There have been many earthquakes in the Republic in recent times, the consequences of which have been loss of life, loss of shelter and huge material losses. The high seismicity of the territory imposes special requirements on the construction industry of the republic; the development and implementation of long-term and targeted State policy is necessary to increase the seismic resistance of existing and newly constructed buildings and structures [1].

More than 65% of the population of the Kyrgyz Republic live in rural areas, where 90% of the residential houses were built and are still being built with local materials. It should be mentioned that construction of individual residential houses is traditionally made of clay materials not only in rural areas but also in Bishkek and Osh cities.

Depending on the region, certain construction methods have traditionally been established, based on the type of house construction and on the technology of the production of materials. Therefore, there is a need to develop seismic-resistant structural and planning solutions for residential buildings using local construction materials.

When the technical task was developed, it was decided to use simulation as the experimental-theoretical investigation method of the object. It consists of the following operations: construction of model, investigation of model parameters under the given
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For this purpose, the centuries of experience in construction of houses from low-strength materials inherited from our ancestors was studied including earthquake-proof measures as well as reviving the methods and technologies of their construction [2-5]. Houses built from local materials of the Central Asian region [6-11], their constructive solutions and basic structures were studied and generalized, as a result of which they were classified into 4 (four) types, taking into account the regional specifics of the country, and experimental studies were carried out on them. They are classified into 4 (four) types according to the constructive solution and method of erection as follows [12-14]:

1) Houses made of raw bricks or blocks of regular shape;
2) Houses with a wooden frame, built using the "synch" technology;
3) Houses with walls built according to the "Sokmo" technology from clay material or irregularly shaped clay pieces.
4) Houses made of reinforced concrete frame filled clay material.

According to the results of the classification, the direction of mechanical modeling was chosen - research on models process with the purpose of transferring the research results to the full-scale structure. In this case the scale of the model, its elements, the mechanical characteristics of the materials are selected according to certain laws of similarity [15].

2 Results and discussion of experiments
Jointly with BOF “Habitat Kyrgyzstan” a series of experiments were conducted on the seismic platform in the laboratory «Seismic Construction» of the Kyrgyz Civil Engineering Institute n.a. N. Isanov (KCEI). In this laboratory testing of 4 types of houses was done and comparison between them for seismic resistance was made [15-18]:

№1. In the Kyrgyz Republic, the method of building walls from clay materials using the "sokmo" and "pakhsa" technologies is widespread. For the construction of a clay wall, a specially made formwork 50-60 cm high is used. The laying is similar to that of a raw brick, but the joints are not strong enough. Clay was used in the construction of this type, although in practice the soil extracted from the site or surroundings of the house is most commonly used.

Fig. 1. General view of the model of the house «sokmo» after the experiment.

2
Pakhsa is a 50-60 cm high clay wall, erected in layers with the help of a special formwork. The pre-mixed and seasoned clay mass is mixed with straw and manually formed so-called "gualak" - a round-shaped bar and laid in rows, filling the formwork along its entire perimeter. After one turn of the formwork, a certain amount of time must pass before the bottom layer has time to set. Only when the previous layer of wall can withstand the weight of the next circle, the formwork is placed on it and the process is repeated.

As a result of the test, the model of the house collapsed when the seismic platform accelerated at 188 cm/s², which means that houses built according to the Sokmo type are completely destroyed during a 5-6 magnitude earthquake (Figure 1).

№2. House structure with walls built of raw brick and blocks of correct shape are very often found in the countryside and new buildings in the suburbs of the city of Bishkek. The peculiarity of this type of wall is that due to the fit of bricks and blocks in the corner joints the walls do not settle. Masonry of this type is almost the same as brickwork. The wall thickness of raw bricks can be 1; 1.5 or 2 bricks, and from blocks of the correct form - 1 or 1.5 blocks. This type of wall without proper reinforcement is not earthquake resistant and needs to be reinforced.

On the seismic platform of KCEI n.a. N. Isanov, we built a scale model of the house and made a relatively simple and inexpensive reinforcement before testing. A feature of this structure is that the walls were reinforced from the inside and outside with a mesh of propylene threads, after which shotcrete is applied to the surface of the wall under high pressure. The results of the experiment on the seismic platform showed that the model of a house built of raw brick with simple reinforcement has a much higher resistance to earthquakes compared to an unreinforced house built using the Sokmo technology (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. General view of the model of the house, made of brick raw, after the experiment Figure 2 shows the benefits of model enhancement. As a result of the upholstery of the wall with a mesh of polymer threads and the application of shotcrete under high pressure, the adhesion of the mortar to the surface improves. With the acceleration of the seismic platform, corresponding to a 6-7 magnitude earthquake, the plaster remained stuck to the wall and did not fall off, which proves its relative seismic resistance.
№3. Houses with a wooden frame and filled with clay materials, built using the "synch" technology, are most common in the Batken region of the Kyrgyz Republic and in the border regions of Tajikistan [5, 6, 9-11]. Timber framing is designed to provide dimensional rigidity and stability to the house against the load from the roof, timber ceiling and insulation materials. «Gualyak» is mainly used to fill the frame. Similar to «synch» homes, such timber-framed houses can be recommended as a simple and reliable construction with local materials. Such timber-framed houses can be used as a model house in earthquake-prone areas, as well as housing for victims of natural disasters. The supporting pillars of frames made of sawn timber should have transverse dimensions of 100x50 mm, or Ø60-80 mm, braces 50x30 mm, and the bed 150x50 mm or 100x100 mm (Fig. 3).

When filling the frame, it is necessary to ferment (real) clay to prepare shuttering the right size, add clay, various additives, such as straw, pour the dough around the perimeter, tightly tamping. When filling the wall, wait, let the clay dry and solidify the solution to a certain extent. The houses with wooden frame proved to be very resistant to earthquake compared to other constructions, and it is the houses of such construction that are recommended to be built in earthquake-prone areas. An external examination of the house model after the experiment showed that when the seismic platform accelerated, corresponding to a 7.8 magnitude earthquake, the clay filling collapsed, but the wooden frame remained intact (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. The process of construction of a model house of wooden frame "synch".

Fig. 4. General view of the model house of «synch» after the experiment.
It should be noted that in the event of severe earthquakes, these houses do not have the possibility of tragic consequences, and the collapsed filling is not difficult to recover in the future. Another factor that should be recalled—parts of houses, such as the foundation and wooden supports and the roof must be joined together and work as one. Houses of this type are built on a poor foundation, which is laid out of rubble stone on clay mortar, and there is not even a bunch between the foundation and the frame. Therefore, the foundation must be made of concrete and connected to a wooden frame. In other words, when pouring the foundation into the formwork, it is necessary to install an embedded part in the form of a wire Ø 6 mm, with an outlet length of 0.5 m, in increments of no more than 1 meter, the more often, the better, and the beam laid on the foundation must be fixed with this wire. To fix in this way, the wire can be replaced with anchor bolts M 10mm - 12mm (Fig. 3).

№4. House of «reinforced concrete frame» with the filling of the raw bricks are mainly used in new built quarters around the city of Bishkek and in other regions. In the construction of houses of such construction, first of all, when the foundation is filled with concrete, it is necessary to lay reinforcement upright columns at the corners by four rods in each corner, in the openings of doors and windows (two bars). Secondly, at the intersections of the walls where there is a switch-reinforced, it should continue to the level beams. At the same time, every 60 cm in height, at least two reinforcements should go out at the junction of the supports with the wall. Thirdly, set the formwork, in the soaked clay should be added straw, and lay out of this clay-straw mixture around the perimeter of the formwork one row of wall height of 60 cm. Then, reinforcement grids are placed over the first row, which should be tied to the reinforcing bars released from the supports, then the formwork is repositioned, and thus the process of erecting the wall is repeated until the level of the transom. On top of the reinforced concrete supports and the wall being erected, install a reinforced concrete annular belt, which will perform the functions of a seismic belt. Then, insert the reinforcement protruding from the foundation along the edges of the door and window openings into the annular belt and tie it, install the formwork and pour it with concrete (Fig. 5). This element is called a monolithic or reinforced concrete core.

Fig. 5. The process of construction of model homes from the «reinforced concrete frame»
The results of the experiments show that when the seismic platform corresponding to a 7-8 point earthquake accelerates, in a house built in compliance with all building technologies and construction methods, only cracks appear in the plaster of the house and at the junctions of adobe walls with reinforced concrete elements at the level of window sills and jumpers (Fig. 6).

Fig 6. A general view of the "reinforced concrete frame" model of the house, after the experiment.

Of course, there are other technologies to build buildings. For example, to erect walls with gaps at corners and intersections of walls for further filling of concrete columns and cores, and only then to install concrete elements. If this method is used, at the intersections of the grid left in the corners after 60 cm of the height of the wall, reliable connection shall be ensured by the concrete filling of the supports together with the grid protruding from the wall. In practice, in new built quarters around the city of Bishkek, it is common to have houses with reinforced concrete supports, the gaps between which are filled with large raw blocks.

Construction standards are not fully complied in such cases and the earthquake resistance of such buildings is hardly foreseeable. There are also houses with a horizontal seismic belt, but without vertical columns. It is an obvious, flagrant violation and a waste of resources. The main components of seismic protection are the three main parts of the building (foundations, walls and roof), which must be bonded in order to function as a unit during an earthquake. Poorly built seismic belt may even exacerbate the devastating effect of the earthquake. There are also buildings that, with columns, cores, and seismic belts, with low concrete quality and too thin rebar, cannot ensure the building’s earthquake resistance. Therefore, developers should apply to architectural authorities and relevant design organizations for a detailed project, and in construction should strictly comply with design requirements.

3 Conclusion

A comparative analysis of the results of experimental studies of the presented buildings made it possible to draw up an objective picture of the preference for their seismic
resistance, taking into account the economic component, construction technology and seismic resistance:

- in the first place - houses with "reinforced concrete frame" - the frame of houses of such structure will assume all the burden if the recommended building technologies (techniques) are met.

- in the second place - houses built using "synch" technology, in which all elements interact with each other. Houses of this type are quickly erected compared to others and do not require extra transportation costs, therefore they are recommended for construction in areas prone to earthquakes;

- in the third place - houses made of raw bricks or blocks of the correct form, as well as houses built using the "pahsa" technology, are distinguished by the fact that at the junction of the corners, bricks and blocks are fitted to each other crosswise, thereby not allowing the walls to disperse. At the same time, the stability of bricks far exceeds the same characteristics of other structures made of clay.

- in the fourth place - houses with walls erected from mud-brick material or different ground (clay) pieces of irregular shape. The reasons for the frequent destruction of such houses are the unbound structure, the absence of antiseismic measures and, of course, the improper exploitation of the houses.

Given that the Kyrgyz Republic is located in a seismically active zone and more than 93 per cent of its area is mountainous, the delivery of materials is a major obstacle. Therefore, we recommend the use of local materials, namely a wooden frame with clay filling or "Synch" constructions, as they are more earthquake resistant.

Also, the construction of the houses must be carried out strictly in accordance with the project executed by the authorized project agency. The specific conditions of the construction should be taken into account and acceptance carried out in accordance with the requirements of the construction [17, 19–22].
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